Subset-equational programming is a paradigm of programming with subset and equality assertions. The underlying computational model is based on innermost reduction of expressions and restricted associative-commutative (a-c) matching for iteration over setvalued terms, where is the a-c constructor. Subset assertions incorporate a`collect-all' capability, so that the di erent subset assertions matching a goal expression and the different a-c matches with each subset assertion are all considered in de ning the resulting set of the goal expression. We provide several examples to illustrate the paradigm, and also describe extensions to improve programming convenience: negation by failure, relative sets, and quanti ers. We also discuss the use of subset-equational programming for intelligent decision systems: the rule-based notation is well-suited for expressing domain knowledge and rules; subset assertions are especially appropriate in backchaining systems like MYCIN, which performs an exhaustive depth-rst consideration of subproblems before arriving some decision; and restricted a-c matching is very convenient for querying attributes of objects in such systems, by relieving the concern for the exact ordering of attributes.
Introduction
The term`logic programming' is often taken to be synonymous with predicate-logic programming K74], owing to the latter's simple semantics and the e cient implementations available for Prolog WPP77, W83] . In recent years, other forms of logic programming have been proposed, most notably equational-logic O85], higher-order-logic programming MN86] , and constraint-logic programming JL87]. This paper focuses on a logic programming paradigm based on equations and subset assertions, called subset-equational programming, the goal of which is orthogonal to earlier e orts in that provides a rigorous basis for programming with sets. Existing approaches, such as the`setof' constructs of Prolog systems, are not supported by a simple underlying logic although they are very useful in practice. In subset-equational programming, a program is a collection of two kinds of assertions:
f(terms) = expression f(terms) expression The declarative meaning of an equality (resp. subset) assertion is that, for all its ground instances, the function f operating on the argument ground terms is equal to (resp. superset of) the ground set denoted by the expression on the right-side. By providing subset assertions with a collect-all capability, the meaning of a set-valued function f operating on ground terms is equal to the union of the respective sets de ned by the di erent subset assertions for f. The top-level query is of the form ? expr where expr is a ground expression. The meaning of this query is the ground term t such that expr = t is a logical consequence of the completion of the program, i.e., augmenting all subset assertions de ning some function with equality assertions that capture the collect all capability of these subset assertions.
Computation with these assertions is a process of`replacing equals by equals'. Both equality and subset assertions are oriented left-to-right for rewriting. Because arguments to functions are ground terms, function application requires one-way matching, rather than uni cation. Actually, the matching operation is associative-commutative (or a-c) matching, because of the presence of the constructor. The multiple matching substitutions arising from a-c matching e ectively serve to iterate over the elements of sets, thus permitting many useful set operations to be stated non-recursively, with attendant advantages during implementation. We show how a restriction in the use of in program assertions supports both clear programming as well as e cient implementation. The associated matching algorithm is referred to as restricted a-c matching.
In this paper, we present two aspects of subset-equational programming: (i) Programming Concepts and Constructs: First, we explain the two key concepts underlying the paradigm: the completion and restricted a-c matching. We then discuss useful declarative extensions to the basic paradigm, in order to make the expression of programs more convenient: negation by failure, relative set constructs, and quanti ers over sets. Negation by failure is more tractable in this paradigm than in predicate-logic programming because all arguments to functions are ground. Relative set constructs, which were rst introduced by Turner T85] , can be systematically translated into this paradigm. The computational model of subset-equational programming can also be readily adapted to support universal and existential quanti ers over sets. With these extensions, several programs can be stated very concisely. Another extension, not discussed in this paper, is set closures, which are useful in de ning the smallest set satisfying certain constraints, e.g. various transitive-closure operations.
(ii) Use in Intelligent Decision Systems: There are several aspects of subset-equational programming that lend themselves to the design of intelligent decision systems. Like other logic languages, the rule-oriented notation of subset-equational programming is appropriate for expressing domain knowledge. An important facet of decision making is the consideration of a set of alternative solutions. Towards this end, the collectall capabilility of subset assertions and the provision of matching are particularly well-suited. These capabilities are especially appropriate in backchaining systems like MYCIN BS84], which performs an exhaustive depth-rst consideration of subgoals before arriving at some decision. In problems where exhaustive search can be expensive, it is possible to prune potentially unproductive lines of search by simply returning the empty set as the solution for these cases. Restricted a-c matching is also useful in querying attributes of objects; by viewing the attributes as an unordered set, the programmer is freed from keeping track of the positions of various attributes in the object. Subset-logic programming is also applicable to the design forward-chaining production systems. The e ciency of production systems like OPS5 BKFM85] is consid-erably enhanced because its underlying implementation remembers partial matches across consecutive production applications|a capability not directly provided in our paradigm. Thus, subset-equational programming is appropriate where the number of cases tends to be small. Because the rules of expert systems can usually be partitioned so that the system operates in several phases BS84, VSL84], we expect this restriction may not be too severe in practice. One potential advantage of subset-equational programming compared with production system languages is that it provides greater exibity in control, because of the provision of function composition, conditionals, recursion, etc. We note that subset-equational programming does not support uni cation, and is not meant to be an alternative to predicate-logic or constraint-logic programming. A uni ed language with both capabilities can be designed, but this issue is beyond the scope of this paper. Indeed, we see logic programming ultimately as a combination of programming with relational, equality and subset assertions|this idea has been developed in another paper JP89]. In this paper, we explicate the uses of the latter two features. An experimental language called SEL (Set-Equation Language) embodying most of these ideas has been implemented. We have also developed the formal semantics of these ideas JP89]. This paper concentrates on programming issues, and only brie y addresses implementation issues. We illustrate the application of subset-equational programming to intelligent decision systems by showing aspects of some typical systems can be encoded in this paradigm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 explains the completion and restricted a-c matching; extensions to the basic paradigm and examples are presented in section 3; section 4 illustrates the use of the paradigm for specifying search and other aspects in programming intelligent decision systems; section 5 is devoted to conclusions and areas of further work.
Subset-Equational Programming: Constructs and Concepts
We rst specify the syntactic structure of term and expression.
term ::= atom j variable j j ftermg j term term j constructor(terms) terms ::= term j term , terms expr ::= term j fexprg j expr expr j constructor(exprs) j function(exprs) exprs ::= expr j expr , exprs
We will refer to a term as a set if it has one of the set constructors, , f g or , at its outermost level|these are the only set constructors|otherwise, we will refer to the term as an element. The constructor is the empty set, and f g is the singleton-set constructor.
The constructor is stands for set-union, and has its usual properties, such as associativity, commutativity, etc. A ground term is a term without any variables in it. Informally, terms correspond to data objects, and we consider only nite terms in this paper.
We next discuss the two key concepts in subset-equational programming: the completion, and restricted a-c matching.
Completion
We`complete' all subset assertions de ning some operation with an equality assertion that captures the collect-all capability of subset assertions. There are two aspects to the completion:
(i) The collect-all assumption. If a set-valued expression e is such that e s 1 , : : :, e s n , and it is determined that there are no other known subsets for e according to the given program, then the collect-all assumption allows us to infer e = i=1;n s i .
(ii) The emptiness-as-failure assumption. This assumption e ectively allows us to discard all failing reductions when collecting the di erent subsets of a set. There are two aspects to the emptiness-as-failure assumption: (a) the value of fexprg is if expr reduces to an expression with non-constructors, and (b) applying a (non-constructor) set-valued function f s to terms that don't match any of the l.h.s. of assertions for f s yields . We illustrate both aspects of the completion by a simple example. Note that our lexical convention in this paper is to begin atoms with an uppercase letter and variables with a lowercase letter. fm(x)g The collect-all assumption e ectively supplements p by the assertion p(x) = ff(x)g fm(x)g. Thus, for example, p(Bob) = ff(Bob)g fm(Bob)g = fMarkg fMaryg = fMark; Maryg.
By the emptiness-as-failure assumption, we have, for example, p(Mary) = ff(Mary)g fm(Mary)g = = , because f(Mary) and m(Mary) are irreducible and f and m are not constructors.
Restricted A-C Matching
The associative-commutative matching problem may be stated as follows: Given two terms t 1 (possibly non-ground) and t 2 (ground), some constructors of which may be associativecommutative, is there a substitution such that t 1 = ac t 2 (where = ac means`equality modulo the associative and commutative equations')? This problem was rst posed by Plotkin P72] and has since been studied quite extensively in the literature (see BKN85] and references therein). For example, if t 1 u v and t 2 fMark, Mary, Joe, Janeg, we will obtain 16 di erent substitutions for such that t 1 = ac t 2 , corresponding to the di erent ways of splitting the four-element set into two subsets|a typical match would be fu fMary; Janeg; v fMark; Joegg. On the other hand, if t 1 fxg t and t 2 fMark, Mary, Joe, Janeg, we will obtain 4 di erent substitutions, corresponding to the di erent ways of selecting one element from the set and its corresponding remainder|a typical match would be fx Joe; t fMark; Mary; Janegg.
We will use the notation fx j tg to refer to a non-empty set, one of whose elements is x and the remainder of the set is t. That is, fx j tg is syntactic sugar for fxg t. The case when all set patterns are restricted to the form fterm j termg, where term does not use explicitly, is of special interest, because it is amenable to a more e cient implementation. Henceforth in this paper, we disallow explicit use of the constructor in program assertions|we show in section 3 how set union can be de ned using program assertions. Basically, this restriction permits iteration over the elements of a set, rather than iteration over the subsets of a set. While some expressive convenience is sacri ced by this restriction, most practical cases are una ected. We refer to the associated matching operation as restricted a-c matching, which we discussed in greater detail in JN88].
We should note that the equality = ac is based only the associative and commutative
properties, but not the idempotent property. Thus, for example, matching fx j tg with fMark; Maryg cannot yield the substitution fx Mark; t fMark; Marygg. The reason for disallowing the idempotent property during matching is to avoid a potential in nite loop in recursive de nitions where t appears on the r.h.s. of the rule (see, for example, the perms de nition in section 3). Furthermore, because a singleton set such as fMarkg is represented internally as fMarkg , it can match fx j tg yielding fx Mark; t g; thus the identity property is not explicitly required during matching.
The multiple a-c matches arising from the use of patterns such as fx j tg provide a convenient and e cient way of iterating over the elements of a set. Continuing the example from the previous subsection, we may de ne the set of ancestors of some individual as follows.
anc
For example, to nd the ancestors of Bob, we evaluate anc(Bob), which reduces to allanc(p(Bob)). The evaluation of nested expressions occurs innermost-rst; hence the above expression e ectively reduces to allanc(fMark; Maryg). Because allanc is de ned by two subset assertions, both these assertions are considered in reducing allanc(fMark; Maryg).
The result from the rst assertion is fMark; Maryg. When matching allanc(fMark; Maryg)
with the left-side of the second assertion de ning allanc, both a-c matches are considered, namely, fx Mark; t fMarygg and fx Mary; t fMarkgg. The right-side of this assertion is then separately evaluated for each of these matches, and the union of these sets (along with that from the rst assertion) is de ned as the value for allanc(fMark; Maryg).
Thus allanc(fMark; Maryg) e ectively reduces to fMark; Mary; Joe; Janeg. The following points should be noted in the above process: (i) In general, duplicates must be eliminated when taking the above union, but we showed in JN88] how this check can be deferred for a particular argument when the function distributes over union in this argument.
(ii) The case when the argument set to allanc is empty is correctly handled, i.e., allanc( ) = . We clearly have allanc( ) , by the rst assertion for allanc. We also have allanc( ) by the second assertion for allanc, because of case (b) of the emptiness-as-failure assumption. (iii) With reference to the second rule for allanc, because the variable t is not used on the r.h.s., considerable space and time can be saved by not constructing the remainderset for it. We provide the notation to refer to the \don't-care variable," as in Prolog, so that the programmer can indicate such cases explicitly. Before proceeding to extensions of the basic paradigm, we brie y address the con uence Stated as a syntactic condition, we require that:
(i) the left-hand side of each equality assertion not overlap with any other assertion, and
(ii) when set patterns of the form ft 1 j t 2 g occur in equality assertions, the result should be independent of which one of the potentially many a-c matches is selected. Other less restrictive conditions are possible, but we shall assume the above conditions, for the sake of speci city. Note that a subset assertion may overlap with other subset assertions. Thus, the de nition of the size function is legal; its result is independent of which particular match is selected in the second assertion. However, the de nition below for set-to-list conversion is not legal, because the resulting list does in general depend on which particular match is chosen at each recursive call. 3. Extensions While the basic paradigm described in the previous section has the capability of any universal language for expressing computation, it does not possess features needed to make practical programming convenient. We therefore propose in this section extensions that are compatible with the basic paradigm described in the previous section.
Negation as Failure
We have seen that feg where e is irreducible expression is equal to the empty set , by the emptiness-as-failure assumption. In a similar manner we can augment the primitive if then else, so that in addition to the two usual cases, if true then e1 else e2 = e1 if false then e1 else e2 = e2 a negation as failure rule can be incorporated as follows:
if e then e1 else e2 = e2, if e is irreducible and not boolean. Note that the negation as failure rule in the context of subset-equational is more tractable than in the context of predicate-logic, because all expressions that appear as arguments of an if then else must be ground. In the context of predicate-logic, the negation as failure rule, to preserve soundness L87], can be applied only to negative goals that are ground, and hence non-ground negative goals would have to be deferred until they became ground|a provision not found in most practical systems because of its overheads in implementation.
Relative Set Abstraction
It is possible to provide the notation of relative sets as a form of syntactic sugar in subsetequational programs. Relative sets were rst introduced in functional programming by Turner in his languages KRC and Miranda T85]|actually, these languages supported lists without duplicates rather than sets. Below we present a slightly simpli ed form of that presented in T85]: fterm : generators; conditiong.
The above construct de nes a set of terms by rst generating candidate elements using the generators, and eliminating those that do not satisfy the stated condition. (The condition is actually optional, and is assumed to be true when omitted.) Each generator is of the form gen-variable 2 set-expression, where all the gen-variables within a relative set construct must be distinct from one another. Furthermore, the set-expression of a generator may not use its de ning gen-variable or any gen-variable to its right. However, term may use any gen-variable from the relative set construct. Because subset-equational programs deal with nite sets, we assume that the generators de ne nite sets.
It is quite straightforward to translate these relative set expressions into subsetequational programs. However, the transformation of subset assertions into the relative set notation is not as direct because set-patterns can have repeated occurrences of variables on the l.h.s., as in the de nition of set intersection, and also may refer to remainders of sets, as in the de nition of the permutations of the elements of a set (see section 4 for their de nitions). These capabilities of subset-equational programs o er more expressive convenience than the relative set notation.
Quanti ers over Sets
It turns out that there is a simple extension of subset-equational programming to include quanti ers. Observe that a subset assertion is basically taking the union of the respective sets returned by the expression on its r.h.s, for each match on its l.h.s. By replacing the subset assertion by an ifall assertion, union by logical-and, and sets by booleans, we simulate a universal quanti er. Similarly, replacing the subset assertion by an ifone assertion, union by logical-or, and sets by booleans, we simulate a existential quanti er. We therefore provide the ifall and ifone constructs as extensions to the basic paradigm. For example, the predicate p(s) = (8x 2 s)q(x) can be de ned as p(fx j g) ifall q(x): Similarly, the predicate p(s) = (9x 2 s)q(x) can be de ned as
Operationally, the ifall rule de nes the predicate p to be true if for all a-c matches of the head, the r.h.s. of p reduces to true. If there are no matches, the result returned is true. The ifone rule, on the other hand, de nes the predicate p to be true if for any one match the r.h.s. of p reduces to true. If there are no matches, the result returned is false. Because of our negation as failure rule, an irreducible expression that is not a boolean is taken to be false.
In general, an operation can be de ned by multiple ifall assertions (the reduction of the r.h.s.'s for all matches in all assertions must yield true), or multiple ifone assertions (the reduction of the r.h.s.'s for any one match in any one assertion must yield true). However, a combination of the two assertions may not be used in de ning some operation. This restriction is placed to avoid a potential ambiguity: for example, if p were de ned by one ifall and one ifone assertion and there were no match for some argument, the result should be true by the ifall assertion, but false by the ifone assertion.
Set Operations
We conclude this section by illustrating the succintness provided by subset assertions, restricted a-c matching, as well as the foregoing extensions in de ning familiar operations on sets.
member(h; fh j g) = true crossproduct(s1; s2) = f x j y] : x 2 s1; y 2 s2g intersect(fx j g; fx j g) fxg union(s1; s2) s1 union(s1; s2) s2 diff(fx j tg; s2) if member(x, s2) then else fxg subset(fx j g; s2) ifall member(x; s2) perms( ) = f ]g perms(fx j tg) distr(x; perms(t)) distr(x; fh j tg) f x j h]g powerset( ) = f g powerset(fx j tg) = distr2(x; powerset(t)) distr2(x; s) s distr2(x; fy j g) ffx j ygg
Note that the rst six operations shown above are all stated non-recursively. It is possible to compile these de nitions so that no recursive calls occur even during execution. Note that the if then else in the diff function makes use of negation by failure; so also does the subset predicate. The perms and powerset examples illustrate recursion in conjunction with a-c matching. In the second assertion for powerset, the result is independent of the particular a-c match chosen. The latter two examples show the expressiveness of subset-equational programs over the relative set constructs.
Applications in Decision-Making
We begin with an example illustrating the use of subset-equational programming in specifying search, which is an important aspect of problem solving. We then show how subset assertions and the restricted a-c matching are used in formulating forward-chaining and backward-chaining expert systems.
Specifying Search
The formulation of the N Queens program in subset-equational illustrates how a search may be speci ed and the multiple solutions gathered into a set. The algorithm below basically places a queen on each successive column, beginning from column 1, as long as each new queen placed is safe with respect to all queens in preceding columns. A solution is found if a queen can be thus be placed on all columns. solve(n) = queens(1; ; n) queens(col; safeset; n) = if eq(col; n + 1) then fsafesetg else placequeen(col; f1 : : : ng; safeset; n) placequeen(col; frow j g; safeset; n) if safe( col j row]; safeset) then queens(col + 1; f col j row] j safesetg; n) else safe( c1 j r1]; f c2 j r2] j g) ifall (r1 6 = r2) and (abs(c1 ? c2) 6 = abs(r1 ? r2)) The second argument in the call to placequeen, viz., the set f1 : : : ng, enumerates the row positions in each column. If a particular row-column position is not safe, placequeen returns the empty set, thereby pruning this line of search. The function safe speci es the safety condition, and makes use of the universal quanti er ifall|note that ifall would return true in case there is no match on the l.h.s., as would be the case if the second argument were the empty set. We assume the language has the usual complement of arithmetic operations.
Querying Attributes and Forward-Chaining Expert Systems
To illustrate the role of subset-equational programming in forward-chaining expert systems, we illustrate how to encode a typical rule from the Graduate Course Advisor (GCA), a multi-phase expert system for advising graduate students in computer science on schedule and course selection VSL84]. This system has four phases (each with its own rule base): schedule-length determining phase, course-planning phase, course-evaluation phase, and schedule-evaluation phase. For simplicity, suppose that there are three types of elements, Student, Course, and Suggestion, with attributes as shown below: If we assume an OPS5-like forward-chaining system, we can encode the working memory as a set of pairs of the form Element :: AttributeSet where :: is a binary in x constructor, and the attributes of each element also as a set of pairs of the form Attribute :: Value A typical rule in the course-planning phase might be as follows:
\If a student has recreation x and there is a course with recreation x and number y then the student might enjoy course y."
The above rule might be encoded as follows:
course plan(fStudent :: fRecreation :: x j g; Course :: fRecreation :: x; Number :: y j g j g) fSuggestion :: fMightEnjoy :: ygg
We use the notation fx; y j g analogous to the list notation of Prolog to refer to a set which has elements x, y, and possibly others. This notation is just a short-hand for fx j fy j gg.
The rule course plan takes one argument, the working memory, inspects it for the presence of a Student element and Recreation element with certain properties, and, if successful, returns a singleton-set containing a Suggestion element. Several such course plan rules could be de ned using subset assertions, so that several suggestions could be obtained in a single inference step. The module that invokes the course plan function would be responsible for combining the Suggestion elements into the new working memory|the details of which we don't present here.
The convenience o ered by set patterns here is that it e ectively relieves the programmer from worrying about the positions of various attributes in an element, and also from the locations of elements in working memory. Obviously, if there were large numbers of rules and working elements, the cost of matching can become prohibitive if performed naively. Our point here is simply that the matching and collection of results can be expressed quite easily with set patterns, and the process can be tolerable for partitioned rule bases and partitioned working memories|an assumption that seems to be valid in many practical instances. In general, conditions in production rules could use matching operations other than equality. Such conditions would have to be placed in the body of a subset assertion.
All Solutions and Backchaining Expert Systems
It turns out that sets and the collect-all capability of subset-equational programming are well-suited to backchaining systems such as MYCIN. There are several areas in the MYCIN system where the paradigm is applicable. For example, a context can be viewed as a set of attribute :: hypotheses pairs, where hypotheses itself is a set of value :: certainty-factor pairs. Taken from BS84], a simple rule such as, \IF the gram stain of the organism is gramneg, and the morphology of the organism is rod, and the aerobicity of the organism is anaerobic, THEN there is suggestive evidence (0.6) that the identity of the organism is bacteroides." can be encoded as a subset-equational assertion as follows. That is, we can associate assertions for each di erent kind of clinical parameter, such as identity. The argument to identity is the current context in MYCIN. Note that several such subset assertions can be used to provide di erent hypotheses on the identity of the organism; all these rules will be invoked to obtain the collective set of hypotheses. In general, premises in MYCIN might make use special functions and may require the values of other clininal parameters to be determined in a goal-directed manner. Such premises would be incorporated in the body of a subset assertion rather than in the head. We give below a simpli ed sketch of the overall control cycle of MYCIN. We assume that all functions not shown, e.g., ask user, lab data, etc., are primitive for the purpose of this exposition. The function evaluate is responsible for invoking assertions such as the one shown above for identity. This program illustrates the use of subset assertions in de ning the collect-all behavior of the MYCIN inference system. Finally, we should note that most of MYCIN's special functions, such as same2, notsame2, etc., can be directly expressed in terms of relative sets and the quanti ers.
Conclusions
This paper has presented an informal description of subset-equational programming. This paradigm is not meant as an alternative to predicate-logic K74] or other forms of logic progamming O85, MN86, JL87], but instead a complementary approach whose goal is to deal with sets in a logically rigorous way. The two main concepts of subset-equational programming are the completion and restricted a-c matching. The former incorporates a collect-all assumption, for taking the union of all sets from di erent subset assertions de ning an operation, as well as an emptiness-as-failure assumption, for discarding unsuccessful reductions. Restricted a-c matching provides an e cient way of iterating over set elements. We also showed how this paradigm can be extended with useful, yet declarative, features to make programming even more convenient. The three extensions discussed in this paper were negation by failure, relative sets, and quanti ers.
Besides providing an introduction to this novel paradigm, this paper also shows its relevance for the design of intelligent decision-making systems. Basically, decision making consists of evaluating sets of alternatives. Although the premises-conclusion format works well for encoding domain knowledge, the collection of multiple results is generally handled in an ad hoc manner in most expert systems. It is here that subset assertions play a useful role. Its use is especially appropriate in MYCIN-like systems that exhaustively collect all hypotheses in a depth-rst manner. Another observation is that many expert systems do not make use of the full power of uni cation; in other words, (one-way) matching seems to su ce in many cases. In fact, we have found set matching to be more useful than we had rst anticipated, as we have illustrated through our examples.
While nalizing this paper, we became aware of an interesting use of sets in intelligent decision-making based on a set-covering inference model RNW84]. This model has been used in medical diagnosis, and di ers from other expert system models in that it is not rule-based. Its knowledge-base consists of a set of disorders (e.g., diseases), each of which has a set of known manifestations (e.g., symptoms). A manifestation may be caused by more than one disorder, so that an m-to-n`causes' relation exists between these two sets. Given a set of input manifestations, the diagnosis problem is to nd the smallest set of disorders whose collective manifestations include the input set. Its inference mechanism is a hypothesize-and-test process, in which each input manifestation is used to re ne the set of disorders that are hypothesized as the nal diagnosis. This paradigm for expert systems also appears to be well-suited for subset-equational programming.
In order to show its practicality, we have developed a working implementation of subset-equational programming JN88, N88]. In this implementation restricted a-c matching and the control strategy are compiled along the lines of the WAM W83]. Important optimizations that were incorporated were last-call optimization, avoiding checks for duplicates through the knowledge of functions that distribute over union in particular argument positions, and avoiding unnecessary copying during restricted a-c matching. This implementation includes all the features mentioned in this paper, except relative sets, and is available free of cost from the author.
There are several further extensions possible to the basic paradigm of subset-equational programming: we are considering the relaxation of our current restrictions on nite sets, rst-order terms, and innermost reduction. At a more strategic level, we have been exploring the integration of subset-equational programming and Horn-logic JP89]. The use of sets in a logic programming language is suggestive of meta-programming, since set theory is the meta-language in which the semantics of logic programs is expressed L87]. The development of this view would probably lead to ideas closely related to those found in higherlogic programming MN86], which provides a more rigorous basis for meta-programming than the meta-logical constructs found in Prolog.
